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The OPIX" Imager:
•
•
•
•

200 MHz analog
256 colors or gray scales
Standard or user-defined patterns
Battery backed-up memory

The OPIX'" Imager carries 56 built-in Instant-Expert•• test patterns
that allow anyone to perform sophisticated diagnostic and correlation
tests from day one. It's the only signal generator on the market that
offers this capability. And you can design your own tests. Or build off
the Instant-Expert patterns by copying a test pattern on disk and modifying it.
The possibilities are endless. The results as exacting as your video
parameters require. Do "what if" experiments. Precision test your
monitor specifications when hardware logic is still weeks away. Store
and recall design specifications that hav~ been out of production for
years. You can do it all with the OPIX Imager. Why settle for less? Get
the OPIX Imager and bring your video testing to a point of performance
you can trust.
For technical data, or a hands-on demonstration contact: QUANTUM
DATA, 2111 Big Timber Road, Elgin, IL 60123. Phone: (312] 888-0450
FAX: (312] 888-2802 Telex 206725
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Panasonic
Delivers ...

The DC Advantage.
Panasonic® DC
Plasma Displays
For small-footprint designs where
uniform image and construction quality are important, consider the advantages of Panasonic DC plasma
panel technology.
The fixed matrix DC design produces crisp, clear images with uniform brightness and edge-to-edge
consistency. Our panels deliver high
resolution on a super-thin profile, flat
screen. And the ergonomic design
eases strain on the eyes.

Design flexibility
Your design options expand immediately with Panasonic DC plasma

panels. Simple DC construction offers reliable performance, so you
can confidently specify our panels
for the most sensitive medical or engineering systems.
In fact, you can design them into
virtually any system where compact,
light-weight and durable construction is vital.

Many DC formats
Right now you can choose from a
growing family of full- and half-page
configurations.
Our popular 400 x 640 models offer viewing aspect ratios of 5:8 and
3:4. Both are available with either
two-level or four-level gray scale capability. Our half-page 200 x 640 has

two-level gray scale with a 3:8 viewing aspect ratio. And the new 12"
diagonal 350 x 720 features a 3:4
ratio and two- or four-level gray scale.
DC plasma technology is available now and Panasonic is ready to
deliver OEM quantities. For more information, contact: Panasonic Industrial Company, Custom Components Division, Two Panasonic
Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094.
(201 ) 392-4710.

Panasonic

Industrial Company
Circle no. 2

NotaiiCRTs
are created equal.
Equality is an appealing concept.
But not in CRTs.
Because in certain demanding
applications, most notably in photorecording, an ordinary CRT often
will not be able to meet the required
specifications.
That's when you'll want the
enhanced performance of a Litton
tube. And the freedom it gives you
from typical CRT problems.
Freedom from blemishes.
In medical imagery, a blemish or
false shadow can be a life or death
matter. To produce the most blemishfree screens available, we do all
fabrication in a total clean room
environment using exclusive phosphor deposition techniques.
Freedom from uneven color
distribution. In color recording and
film scanning, evenness of color is
crucial. Litton is the only CRT manufacturer to develop a homogeneous,
broad-band phosphor mix. This
creates an absolutely even, full-color
image without color hot spots.
Freedom from poor resolution. In typesetting, equipment has been built that can project
an entire magazine page from a 7-inch tube onto a magazine-sized piece of film with razor sharp
resolution. That's because our monochrome screens are finer grained than the typical CRT ..
and because we offer the smallest spot size available.
We offer fiber optic face plate CRTs with high optical
coupling efficiency.
And a real tour de force-a multi-beam gun technology capable of extremely high data recording rates and
display density.
Our full line of recording CRTs ranges from a palmsized l-inch tube to a full14 inches and more. We can
also design a CRT to your particular application.
All this together makes a powerful statement.
And it explains why so many builders of high-performance systems carry the torch for
Litton CRTs.
If you have an application where resolution,
cleanliness, throughput and uniformity of color are
critical, contact Litton Electron Devices, 1215
south 52nd st.,Tempe,AZ 85281. (602) 968-4471.
TWX: 910-950-0149.
1'
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Color LCD production
to begin in France
The first active-matrix color nat-panel
LCD to be produced in Europe will go into production in early 1988. ThomsonCSF (France), VDO Luftfahrtgerate Werk
Adolf Schind ling GmbH (West Germany),
a nd General Electric Co . (U .S.) have
completed final plans to set up a common
factory in France to produce color natpanel LCDs. Production will be accomplished by a new French-based company, PRODIS, which will be owned by
General Electric and Eurodisplay, and will
benefit from technologies developed by
General Electric in the U.S. Eurodisplay,
a new subsidiary owned 80 0Jo by
Thomson-CSF (Thomson Group), and
200Jo by VDO Luft fahrt, will be responsi-

ble for marketing its production in
Europe a nd integrating the LCD panels
into complete d isplay systems. P roduction
is expected to begin in early 1988. The
panels are intended for pro fessional
systems operating in harsh en vironments ,
a nd fo r avionics and mili tary equipment.
The LCDs will employ a matrix driver
with over I million transistors to provide
a high-definition display and will have a
screen size o f approximately 7 x 7 in.

d isplays will further enhance pilot effectiveness in the cockpit by presenting required flight and ballistic information on
conventional and holographic glass combiners mounted in the pilot's forward
field of view at eye level, eliminating the
need for multi-indicator scanning, and
enabling the pilot to n y head-up during
all phases of the flight mission.

LCDs for U.S. Air Force
U.S.-Israeli HUD development
Effective December 1987, Bendix Flight
Systems, a division of Allied-Signal, Inc.,
Teterboro, NJ , will co-develop and comanufac ture a head-up display (HUD)
with Electrooptics Industries Ltd.
(ELOP), an Israeli-based company. The

Ovonic Imaging Systems, Inc., Troy, MI ,
has been awarded a one-year contract by
the U.S. Air Force Human Resources
Laboratory to develop an advanced
technology nat-panel LCD fo r evaluation
and potential applicatio n in the Air
Force' s Integrated Maintenance System
(!MIS). A key element of the !MIS is a

MAKE FAST, COMPREHENSIVE, AUTOMATIC CRT MEASUREMENTS
WITH THE SUPERSPOT 100 FROM MICROVISION

CRT MEASUREMENT
SYSTEM
;.:;-·

Th e SUPERSPOT 100 System coupled w ith the
SPOTSEEKER II Position ing System (with
Automati c Focus) al lows f ully automati c
characterizat ion of Color and Monochrome
CRT Displays wi t hout o perator intervention .
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Measures:
• Luminance (Foot lamberts & Nit s) • Line Width, Including Color Line Widt h (Gaussian Fi t) (1 Second)
• Colo r Misconvergence (2 Seconds) • Linearit y, Pincushion and Focus • Line Jitter, Swim and Drift
• Contou r Maps of Spots, Lines or Characters (10 Seconds) • Beam Landing & Crowding
• FFT for Disc rete Frequency Spect ra (1024 points in one seco nd) • High Voltage Regulation Tests
• Real Time Display of Beam Intensity Prof ile (20 Frames/Second Display) • Disk Data Logg ing • MTF
Provides:
• Pattern Generation for Tests • Adj ustable Cursors for Feature Analysis
MICROVISION • 591 West Hamilton Avenue, Suite 250, Campbell, CA 95008 • Tel: 408/374·3158 • FAX: 408/374·9394
Circle no. 4
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For a cha nge, this month 's ID does not contain a n article on
CRTs- well , okay, the cover story may have a possible future
application that would utilize a miniature CRT but .... T he said cover
story describes FiberVision, a novel laser-projection system that has been
developed by Advance Display Technologies, Inc . Al tho ugh the system
was created for large-screen displays, smaller versions are feasible, and
its fiber-optic screen may wi nd up in a variety of applications .
Our other two articles concentrate on LCDs. Those of you who are
involved with the design of active-matrix thin-film transistors-or those
of you who want to learn what's involved- will want to turn to Art
Firester's definitive treatment of the subject. Of more general interest is
To m Credelle's review of the advances in LCD technology that have
ena bled it to be poised to challenge the CRT in av ionic applications.
After giving a general overview, he describes in detail a 1024 x 1024
6.25 x 6.25-in. color LCD recently shown at the Paris Air Show .
For personal reasons, this will be my last issue as Technical Editor of
! D . I 've learned a great deal about the display industry in the process ,
both technically and in trivial ways . Occasionally I go to Belmont
racetrac k with a friend. T hough I rarely bet, he enjoys playing the odds
on some, but not all, of the exotic betting combinations . In past years,
for a given race we would stand patiently by one o f the ubiquitous TV
monitors waiting for a certain set of odds to appear, but this time they
appeared together, color coded. He remarked on how nice it was that
they had changed their system , and I refrained from explaining to him
what is perhaps the most minor milestone in the display industry. It did
ma ke a Saturday afternoon excursion more enjoyable, though, both for
those who bet and those who wait for others to bet. I suspect this
interest in the myriad facets of info rmation display will remain
ongoing-! have a pile of clippings and ideas to be passed on to Ken
Werner, who takes over next month.
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industry news

compact, portable, battery-powered computer, similar to a lap-top computer, rugged enough for use on flight lines for aircraft maintenance. T he !MIS computer's
6 x 8 in. display panel will contain a
matrix o f 640 x 480 pixels capable of
d isplaying text and graphics. In text
mode, it will present 30 lines o f text at 80
characters per li ne. T he active matrix
display for the Air Force will have a 20:1
contrast ratio and a wide viewing angle
(90° or greater) and will be readable in
sunlight and in the dark with a built-in
backlight.

New printer upgrades
Navy computer system
Federal Technology Corp., Alexandria,
VA, will soon complete installation of up-

dated and advanced hardware to operate
in a 3270-type system at eight U.S. naval
shipyards. Included are more than 400
Genicom 44 10 high-speed line printers
from the Genicom Company of
Waynesboro , VA, which will print
reports, work o rders, bills of lading, and
other internal commun ications.

People
Automatic Connector, Inc., Commack,
NY , announces the appointments of Ed
Josephs to vice president, sales and
marketing, and Lou Maiolo to vice president , lightwave products.
Howard L. Funk of IBM C orp. , Armonk, NY, has been elected vice-president
of the American Federation of Info rma-

tion Processing Societies (AF IPS). The
post of intersociety chairman on the SID
board of directors passes from Mr. Funk
to Andras I. Lakatos o f Xerox Corp. ,
Webster , NY .
Librascope, Glendale, CA , a division o f
the Singer Company, has appointed Grant
Corcoran manager, naval systems business
development.
Micro Display Systems, Hastings, MN,
has appointed Steven Weinstein director
of marketing.
3M , St. Paul, MN, announces the
following personnel changes: Vincent J.
Ruane , vice president , electrical products,
has been promoted to managing director
and chief executive officer, 3M, Australia;
Russell J . McNaughton , managing di rector, 3M, France, will return to corporate
headquarters to head the electrical products division. •

MINOLTA METERS THE MEASURE CFEXCELLENU

MINOLTA SOLVES THE PROBLEMS
OF BALANCING YOUR MONITORS.
You'll know your colors are lined up perfectly when you adjust your computer
monitors, TV sets or video projectors with Minolta's remarkable TV-Color Analyzer II.
No matter which white standard or reference color you input, Minolta gives you
precise measurements in easily readable digital display. Plus, there are 3 ten-segment
bar graphs to clearly show the nature of any deviations.
And the Color Analyzer is just one of Minolta's full line of light and color
measurement instruments. For more information, including our 21 page booklet
"Precise Color Communications," please call (201) 825-4000 or write: Minolta Corporation Industrial Meter Division, 101 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ 07446.
Because, on balance, the more information you have the better. ONLY FROM
THE MIND OF MINOLTA.

TV-COLOR ANALYZER II
Circle no. 5
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The fascinating process to set "improved television" standards in the United States has been
triggered recently by the FCC's issuance of a
Notice of Inquiry. The resulting actions and
debates are likely to have the same far-reaching
consequences on the quality of television images
seen by millions of viewers as did the earlier National Television Systems Committee (NTSC)
standards adopted more than 30 years ago; the
NTSC system represents one of the rare instances in which a committee designed a
magnificent race horse rather than a camel. This
system incorporates many tradeoffs and uses subtleties of the human
visual system to squeeze a color TV signal-compatibly-into the bandwidth used for monochrome transmission.
Recently there has been much activity to develop a high-definition TV
system (HDTV). The Japanese NHK system, though spectacular in performance, is non-compatible and requires more than 20 MHz of bandwidth to roughly double the horizontal and vertical resolutions in a wider
(3 X 5) picture format. Demonstrations of HDTV and prototype
cameras and recorders, however, have done much to whet the public's
appetite for improved reception at home. The vast amounts of bandwidth required in the NHK system have also prompted new looks at
alternate extended-definition TV (EDTV) systems that offer most of
the image improvements at less bandwidth and, ideally, are reversecompatible. It remains for the FCC to judge the proposed systems and,
more importantly, to decide whether reverse compatibility is needed or
whether the time has come to take a bold new step towards unprecedented performance.
This decision will not come easily and lobbying efforts can be expected
to be strong since economic consequences will be huge. Several proposals
have been advanced. The MUSE system represents an 8-MHz noncompatible approach to HDTV. North American Philips and William
G lenn of the New York Institute of Technology both suggested twochannel approaches, one channel for transmission of standard signals
and the other for the "enhancement signal." William Schreiber of MIT
proposed a different two-channel system, one channel for standard
signals and the other for the improved system; eventually the standard
channel could be dropped when most viewers have upgraded to the new
receivers . Richard Iredale of The Del Rey Group suggested a compatible
system, with a 14 x 9 aspect ratio. The most recent proposal for advanced compatible television (ACTV), developed by the David Sarnoff
Research Center on behalf of NBC and GE/RCA Consumer Electronics,
offers NTSC-compatible EDTV performance in a single 6-MHz channel
with 3 x 5 images and a 25-400Jo increase in resolution.
Whatever the final outcome, the FCC decision process merits close
watching; the market opportunities for improved display devices, information systems, and other applications will be tremendous.

Society for Information Display
8055 West Manchester Avenue, Suite 615
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293
213/305- 1502
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video display industry has had
severa l revolutionary advancements since
Thomas Alva Edison invented the light
bulb. The latest is a n ingenious application of fiber optics a nd lasers.
The next-generation large-screen display
system, called FiberYision, was developed
and is now being manufactured by Advance Display Technologies, Inc. (ADT),
Golden, Colorado. FiberYision is based
on a precisely configured matrix of fiber
optics as pixels that transmit images produced by a variety of light sources, most
notably a laser projector. The screens are
composed of two elements-plastic optical
fibers separated horizontally by nonreflective black spacers [Fig. 1]. The fiber-optic
strands emanating from each 6 in. X 6 in.
screen segment are grouped into a bundle
a few feet behind the screen surface. The
squared-o ff bundles are placed into a
matrix onto which light sources are shone.
Because of the spacing and sectional cuts
of the fibers at the screen surface, images
are enlarged approximately 36 times.

Seeing the light
FiberVision was invented by the founder
and president of Advance Display
Technologies, Steve Sedlmayr. Like his
predecessors who have pondered ways of
improving on the candle, Sedlmayr
devoted several years to devising a new
type of display technology. In addition to
his experience in the display industry, he
had a solid background in research and
application. He was the youngest recip-

Douglas Gordon is director of international affairs ·for Advance Display
Technologies, Inc. , Golden, Colorado.

iem, at age 17, of a National Science
Foundation research grant (he received
two). In his early twenties, he served as a
configuration control manager at Martin
Marietta Corporation. Through his experience running a company that operated
the computerized scoring systems and
display boards at McNichols Sports Arena
in Denver, he was well aware of the re,quirements a new technology would have
to satisfy. He also was a field engineer
and consultant to the company that installed and ran the computerized display
boards for the 1976 Olympic Games in
Montreal. He wanted a display system
that would eliminate the operating and
maintenance costs associated with
manually placing, tuning, and replacing
thousands of light bulbs or cathode-ray
tubes. He a lso realized that the
techno logy would have to be efficiently
manufactured. ·
But a key sti mulus for Sed lmayr's invention was his fear of heights. He hated
walking out into the arena's superstructure to maintain and tune the display
boards, and he became co nsumed with
trying to devise a passive system that did
not rely on poorly performing conventional technology .
Ironically, it wasn't Sedlmayr's training
a nd expertise that kindled the idea for
FiberYision-it was a toy flashlight. He
was watching an ice skati ng event at
McNichols one night in 1982 and bought
his niece a toy flashlight adorned with a
thatch of fiber optics. As he watched his
niece play with the flashlight, Sed lmayr
realized that he was stari ng a t the answer.
He asked for the flashlight back, a nd he
took it home and tore it apart.

Sedlmayr's experi memation quickly
consumed many fiber-optic flashlights-and expensive, artsy lamps that
use fi ber optics-as he worked on ways of
t ransmitti ng and enlarging images. Soon
he was buying optical fibers from
manufacturers and working with friends
in his garage . Although t he idea was simple, implementing it was not. Sedlmayr
found tha t the key to his vision was an
ordering system for the fibe rs. His
research indicated that the idea for using
fiber optics was not new at all, but it had
not been developed because no one could
quite figure out how to handle millions of
extruded plastic strands t hat are slightly
larger than human hairs. "Sometimes it
looked liked fo ur people with dozens of
fishing lines crossed in a small row boat,"
he said, recalling the uncertain early days
t hat lead to the fo rmation of ADT. He
faced the same problems that had
prevented the idea from being developed
earlier:

• Material handling. In addition to the
tang ling problems inherent in handling
optical fibers, early applications of the
idea were thwarted by the fragility of the
fibers . Inner walls of the fibers are
abrased easily from rough handling, and
even the slightest abrasion ruins a fiber's
ability to transmit light. Fiber optics also
are extremely sensit ive to t he high temperatures encountered in manufacturing.
• Gluing. Commercially available glues
typically could not stand up to envisioned
manufacturing and operating
requirements.
• Sawing. Once fibers a re ordered,
a problem remai ns-how to cut them
precisely so that each one in a bundle o f
I
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SCREEN FACE
Picture output from
non-reflective black surface

Fig. 1: FiberVision's screen module.

thousands is uniform .
Sedlmayr developed an ordering system
based on a highly refined manufacturing
or weaving system that untangled the
problems. T he company developed its
own glue formula and invested in the best
diamond saws available. The ensuing prototypes were enough to launch the company toward an initial public offering in
early 1986.
That milestone was soon fo llowed by
ADT's first sale, which was part of a $5 .I
million licensing agreement with Mitsubishi Rayon Company of Tokyo in
January 1987. Under the agreement, ADT
received fees of $2.5 millio_n in exchange
for Mitsubishi's receiving exclusive rights
to manufacture and market the FiberVision display board in Japan for the next
II years. Mitsubishi also retains nonexclusive manufacturing and marketing
rights outside North America. ADT has
also sold three screens to McCarran International Airport in Las Vegas for display
advertising. The screens are expected to
soon be in place.

The screen scene
FiberVision screens, which are manufactured with a unique, proprietary assembly

line, offer a number of advantages compared with traditional display technology:

• Superior resolution. With 1800 apparent
lumens, a contrast ratio of 100: 1, and a
pixel density of I 07,000 pixels/ m 2
(roughly 10,000 pixels/ ft 2 ), FiberVision
offers superior resolution with any light
source.
• Increased viewing angle. FiberVision has
a 170° viewing angle with no weakening
of the image through the range, making it
particularly suitable for displays in
stadiums, arenas, and large public
faci lities. Display boards using conventional technology have viewing angles
ranging from 100° to 120° , severely
limiting a board's ability to convey information to widely spread or moving
viewers.
• Display f lexibility. Fiber Vision screens
are manufactured in a variety of sizes and
can be combined into large formats
suitable for stadiums and arenas. Adding
to the flexibility is Fiber Vision's light
weight- 1500 lbs fo r a 9-ft x 12-ft
screen.
• High brightness. The fiber optics used
in FiberVision are cut so that they point
down and increase brightness, especially

when a viewer is below the screen, making
FiberVision ideal for displays above
crowds.
• Ruggedness. The tough plastic screen is
virtually unbreakable and is extremely
weather resistant, making defense applications particularly attractive.
• Decreased operating and maintenance
costs. Because it has no light bulbs that
need to be manually maintained and no
moving parts, FiberVision is far more
economical for long-term maintenance.
All it needs is an occasional dusting. And
FiberVision puts out far less heat than
conventional screens, eliminating costs for
climate control.

Making good better
Once Sedlmayr figured out how to put
together a fiber-optic display board, he
had another problem. He could not find a
projector good enough to take advantage
of the screen's performance capabilitiesat least not one having operating and
maintenance advantages as good as the
screen's. Although the FiberVision screen
can show still and moving images from
any type of light source-silhouette
Information Display 11187 9

Fig. 2: ADT's laser projector uses argon and krypton ion lasers rather than liquid dyes to
produce colors.

HORIZONTAL SCANNER

"hand puppets" can even be shown using
ambient light falling on the input
matrix-Sedlmayr just w.a s not satisfied
with marketing a screen alone. So he and
his engineers decided to develop their own
laser projector [Figs. 2 and 3].
The result is the first laser projector that
does not depend on colors created by
beams shone through liquid dyes. The
laser has full-color capability (red,
647 nm; green, 514 nm; blue 746 run) and
horizontal resolution of up to 4 MHz and
vertical resolution of 525 Jines. The projection technique it uses is laser scan, and
the display technology is raster scan.
Geometric distortion is 1CT/o , registration/ convergence is 99CT/o, vertical scan is
60 Hz field/ 30 Hz frame, and horizontal
scan is 15 .75 kHz. The laser power rating
is 20 W (40 W is possible, but the powersupply system is the problem, because the
intention is long-term operation). The
laser projector produces images rated at
10,000 apparent lumens, and the
brightness can be adjusted so that images
are unaffected under varying ambient
lightings. The projector can run for
several thousand hours without major
adjustments.
The entire FiberVision system, including laser projector and ventilation
fans , weighs about 3900 lbs for each
9-ft x 12-ft configuration (smaller sizes are
available) and has an operational life of
about 20,000 hours except for the projector light sources, which should be replaced about every three years.

And next?

ARGON JON LASER

LENSES

CONTROL ELECTRONICS
ANO SAFETY
INTERLOCK ELECTRONICS

Fig. 3: Plan and elevation of ADT's laser projection system.
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The implications of the FiberVision
system's advantages are tremendous for
the display industry. It provides a more
vivid, striking medium at decreased
operating and maintenance costs. It can
operate from a variety of inputs-live TV,
satellite feeds, taped programs, or
computer-generated images.
But the potentials may be as revolutionary as the initial system. Future applications include home television,
automotive and cockpit displays, and a
variety of uses in the defense industry,
both for the screen and for the laser projector. For example, ADT is in the early
research and development phase of a
television receiver, "HomeVision," that
wou ld combine a fibe r-optic wall screen
with a miniature CRT, sound system,
and tuning components that cou ld easily
be replaced or upgraded as the need
arose.•

Active-matrix addressing
for TFT-LCDs
BY ARTHUR

H.

FIRESTER

:P.ACTICAL

active matrices composed
of thin-film transistors (TFTs) are spurring the development of superb full-color
liquid-crystal displays (LCDs) for data
and TV applications. Active matrices 1 are
needed because the number of addressable
lines achievable by direct multiplexing of
simple liquid-crystal (LC) cells is severely
limited. Although considerable progress
has been made in increasing the nonlinearity of the LC materials, it is still inadequate for the highest performance applications. Furthermore, increasing the
nonlinearity to increase the number of addressable lines makes the attainment of
gray-scale more difficult. For gray scale
or TV applications, gentle brightnessvoltage curves are most desirable.
For LCDs that respond only to the
root-mean-square (RMS) value of the applied voltage, Aft and Pleshko2 demonstrated that there is a relationship between
the multiplex ratio (N) and the ratio of
the RMS voltages applied to selected and
nonselected pixels in a line-at-a-time scanned matrix. For N = 200, this ratio is only
1.08, and thus the brightness-voltage
curve must be quite steep to achieve a
useful contrast ratio [Fig. 1]. This problem becomes exacerbated still further
with applications such as TV that require
full color. Here t he reduced contrast ratio
constrains the attainable color saturation;
saturated colors cannot be achieved.

A rthur H. Firester is director, advanced
displays and microwave research
laboratory, David Sarnoff Research
Center, a subsidary of SRI International,
Princeton, New Jersey.

The basic active matrix
The problem faced by the direct-multiplexed LCD is to achieve an adequate
nonlinearity within the LC itself, in-order
to effectively isolate the cells by carefully
controlling the select and deselect
voltages. What the TFT active matrix
does is separate the function of the
nonlinearity from the LC material itself
and use the transistor to provide the needed nonlinearity. Ideally, the TFT active
matrix can be considered as an array of
pixel switches [Fig. 2]. When a pixel is
selected, we want to apply a given voltage
to that pixel alone and not to any
nonselected pixel. Those pixels that are
nonselected should be completely isolated
from the voltages circulating through the
array for the selected pixels. The operation of this TFT matrix is as follows:
1. Appropriate select voltages are applied to the first row of TFT gates, while
nonselect voltages are applied to all other
rows of TFT gates.
2. Simultaneously, data voltages are
applied at the same time to all of the column electrodes to charge each pixel in the
selected row to the desired voltage.,
3. The select voltage applied to the first
row of control switches is changed to a
nonselect voltage.
4. Steps 1-3 are repeated for each succeeding row until all of the rows have
been selected and the pixels charged to
their desired voltages.
All rows are selected in one scanning
period. Thus, if there are 500 lines and
the time to load data into each selected
line is 50 JLSec, then a single scanning
period will be 25 msec, or equivalently,

the field scanning rate will be 40 Hz. The
average de voltage across the LC material
should be zero to avoid electrolytic effects. This is typically accomplished by
repeating steps 1-4 with negative data
voltages. Thus, after two complete scans
of the array, the average voltage on each
pixel is zero . For the 500-Iine display, this
results in a full scanning period of 50
msec or a frame rate of 20 Hz.

TFT performance requirements
The requirements placed on the TFT
matrix depend on the display application.
Consider first a bilevel display. This is not
necessarily a black-and-white display, but
could just as well be an eight-color
display. What characterizes a bilevel
display is that each switchable LC element
has only two states-ON and OFF.
First, consider what is required of the
TFT matrix driving a bilevel LCD to turn
a pixel ON. We assume that the ON condition occurs when voltage is applied to
the LCD. The voltage waveforms appearing on an ON pixel are shown in Fig. 3.
Our display has N rows and M columns
of pixels. To turn a pixel ON requires a
voltage, Von • typically about 5 V. The
pixel behaves as a capacitor with
capacitance C, typically 5 pF for an LCD
of thickness 10 Jlm and pixel area of
about 300 x 300 p.m. Thus, if we desire
to charge the pixel to + v on from - von
during 1/N of the field time T, then the
current to be supplied by the active matrix
must average
Ion = 2•C• VonNIT.

Note that for a bilevel display the
tolerance to which the pixel must be
charged to a specific v on is not particularInformation Display 11187 II
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ly tight. O vershooting the maximum Von
by one or more volts is quite acceptable;
as evidenced by F ig. I, there will be no
significant changes in the contrast of the
d isplay.
In actual practice, the O N characteristics of the TIT depend on the voltage
on the pixel, and the charging current is
not uniform during the entire charging cycle. Accordingly, we may have to apply
an engineering facto r Fon• typically of
magnitude 1- 10, to spec the device
characteristics conservatively. Thus, our
final drive current requirement for the
switch is

V o ltage--~•~

Fig. 1:

Now let us consider the requirements
imposed on the active-matrix TIT to
isolate the pixel during the remaining field
time, T(N - 1)/ N. There a re basically two
different requirements: (1) leakage current
through the TIT should not result in an
ON pixel losing su fficient charge to appear partially or fully OFF and (2) voltages on the data lines intended for other
pixels should not charge an OFF pixel to
a partially or fu lly ON state.
For the bilevel LCD the first requirement is usually the more stringent,
because the voltage required to bri ng a
pixel to a partially ON state, such as
VIO'I•' is typically greater than .6. von. Let
us assume that if the voltage drops during
a fie ld time T by only t. Von• then this will
have no significant effect on the ON pixel
brightness . To achieve this, the leakage
current through the active matrix must be
Uteakagel at operating temperature

Liquid-crystal brightness-voltage curve.

Data 1

Data 2

Data 3

st.Von •CI T.

Fig. 2: Simplified TFT active-matrix array.
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Here also an engineering facto r Fteak
may be appropriate. For example, if the
d isplay is to operate over a wide temperature range, it is at the high temperatures that the device leakage increases
and becomes a problem. One role for the
engineering factor would be to account
for this increase in leakage at higher
temperature. From 20°C to 50°C, the
leakage current o f a silicon TIT increases
by a factor o f a bout five; that is, the
leakage requirement a t room temperature
would have to be five times less than required to meet the leakage requirements
at 50°C. It is sometimes easiest to modify
the above equation to account for th is
temperature dependence. For the
temperature range from ooc to 50°C,
Fteak

= 5:

Uteakagel

Fig. 3: ON pixel voltage waveform.
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at room temperature

:SFteak · .C. Von · CI T.

I

!

The equations for / on and / 1cak define a
required active-matrix ON-OFF ratio
Rbilcvcl as follows:
R bilevel

=
=

As an example for a 5-bit gray-scale
system, i.e., 32 equally s paced brightness
levels , 6 v gray might be about
(1 /3 2) •6 Von- In fact, this is more stringent than necessary. We can accept
shifts in voltage larger than one gray level
if all pixel devices leak comparably ; it is
the variation of these leakages that determine 6 V8,ay · In an y case the leakage current requirement for a gray-scale display
is more s tringent,

l on/[l lcakascl at room
temperature
{Fon•C• Von •N/ T) / {Fieak ·

6Von · CIT)

= N •{Fon/Ficak )•(Von/dVon)
This ratio is independent of the size of
the pixels and the number of pixel columns. It depend s only on the number of
rows (i.e., the multiplex ratio) , the choice
o f engineering factors, and the ratio of
the pixel ON voltage Von to the acceptable
ON-voltage variat ions 6 Von.
Now let us compare how these equations differ for a gray-scale (or full-color)
application. First, we consider the ONcurrent requirements.
For gray-scale displays one does not
h ave the luxury of bei ng able to overshoot
th e desired voltage. Indeed, the tolerance
on the voltage accuracy determines the
number of gray-scale steps. To make certain that the voltage has settled to the
desired level during the row select time
TIN and that small variations in the ONcharacteristics of the TFTs are not
translated into voltage variations on the
pixel, we must increase the ON-current requirement so that the pixel charges to the
des ired voltage level in only a fraction of
the row select time TIN. I f we think of
the active matrix as having an ONresistance of Ron• then if we want the
voltage to be within 307o of the desired
voltage, the time constant I = C · Ron
shou ld be 30% of the row select time. For
the bilevel display, since we had t he option of overshooting the nominal ON
voltage, we could require voltage
tolerances of about 20%. Thus, our requirements for R on could be much less
stringent. Since the TFT does not behave
as a constant resistance, th is requi rement
must be calculated o r simulated by actual
TFT cu rrent-voltage curves over the entire
cha rging period . Even without a rigorous
simulation, we see from the above
arguments that the ON-current equation
must be modified by a factor fsray scale that
is typically of order I to I 0. Thus, the
ON-current requirement fo r color is
/ on = f 8 ray scale· F on • C · Von •N I T.
The OFF-current requi rements fo r the active matrix are also more s tringent for a
gray-scale display. Now we d emand that
the leakage of charge from a n ON pixel
be sufficiently small t hat during a field
time T the change in the voltage 6 V8,,y is
less than a shift of one gray-scale level.

[/leakascl at operating temperature
:so; 6 Vsray • CIT.
Relating these requirements to roomtemperature device parameters,
[/1eakagel at room temperature
:s;Fieak · 6 V8 ray • C/ T.
Simila rly, the ON-OFF ratio requirement
for a gray-scale d isplay is:
R gray scale = / m/[/lcakagel at room
temperature

=

(/gray scale ·Fon • C· Von·

NIT)! (F1cak •6 sray • C / T)
=

N •(/gray scale •Fon/Flcak) •
(von/ 6 vgray)

=

R bilcvel •/ gray scale •
(6 von! 6 v gray)·

So far our analysis of the performance
requirements for t he TFT active matrix
has foc used on the ON currents, the OFF
currents, and their ratio R =10 n1 /off· Barring anomalous structural elements, these
two currents are extrinsic parameters of
one or more linear dimensions of the
TFT. Thus, we genera lly find th at t he
current ra tio R = / on/ /off is independent of
device size. Also, we have seen that for
each appl ication, the absolute magnitudes
o f these currents depend linearly on the
capacitan ce load of th e pixel. T his might
suggest that if a ny representative device
has the requisite current ratio R = / on/ / off•
then it can be used in that application.
This is not th e case because of two further cons iderations : (I) th e s hunt
capacitances a nd (2) the desig n ru les that
are economic for the particu lar
application .
Figure 4 plots t he active-matrix device
parameters in terms of the ON current
normal ized to o ne device lengt h 10 n/ W
and the OFF current norma lized to th at
same device dimension , 10 rrl W. For the
TFT, the device dimension that we use is
the channel width W. Thus, devices differing only in channel width Ware p lotted as a sing le point on this graph .
Likewise , we can plot a line s howing the
ratio R = / on/ / off required for a particular
display application. Then our first re-

I

quirement is that the point representing
the active-matrix device lies above this
line.
To satis fy si multaneously th e requirements on the abso lute leakage current for a bilevel display application and
our desire to not make devices w ith
vanishingly small dimensions W , we impose t he further constraint that W :so; d,
where d is the minimum dimension a llowed by the design rules of our process.
Thus, we requ ire th at the nor malized
leakage current satisfy the relationship
/ leakage/ W:s; {Fieak •6Von • C/T)/d.
This requires that the p oint P representing the active-matrix device lie to the
left of the boundary AB. I f the d evice has
excessive intrin sic leakage current and lies
to the right of A B , t hen it can still be
used, but on ly with a pixel of larger
capacitance. One way to fix this without
changing the pixel size is to add a storage
capacitor, C,10rase• to each pixel. This effectively moves the boundary AB to
A ' B ', because now
/ leakage/ W :so; {F1cak · 6 Von • [C + CSiorosc l/ T) ! d.
This increases the effective capacitance
at the expense o f increased process complexity and the likelihood o f decreased
process yields.
A re there any constrai nts on the drive
curren t? Can we make the active-matrix
device as large as required to satisfy the
ON-curren t requirements? Not unexpectedly, the a nswer is n o!
A trivial upper bound on the device
dimens ions is imposed by the available
size of the p ixel. If the device gets too
large it will reduce the transm ission of the
pixel to unacceptably low levels. A more
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TFT parasitic capacitances.

interesting and more severe upper bound
is caused by parasitic capacitances intrinsic to the particular device. These typically scale with the geometry; that is, as the
dimension W increases, the parasitic
capacitances [Fig. 5] increase.
The source-drain capacitance couples
the data voltages V0 on the column electrode to the deselected pixels, resulting in
a shift in the pixel voltage 6 vnoisc of
magnitude
6 Vuoisc = Va•Cs.oiCpixel

where
Cpixel = C L C + Cstorage·
Another noise source is caused by the
gate-to-source capacitance coupling a
voltage shift into the pixel as the gate
voltage drops from the select voltage
level, Va-sel• to the deselect voltage level,
VG-descl· This change in the gate voltage
6 Va = VG-sel- VG-dcscl is coupled to the
pixel and causes a voltage shift 6 Vshif< in
the desired pixel voltage of magnitude
6 vshift = 6

vG. Ca.sl c pixcl ·

Voltage shifts are not only due to the
device's gate-to-source capacitance.
Depending on the dimensions of the pixel
layout, the gate row electrode running
parallel to the pixel edge can a lso introduce a coupling capacitance Crow-pixel·
For displays with many pixels per inch,
this capacitance may be significant, and
the last equation should be generally
modified as
6 Vshin = 6 Va ·[Ca.s + C,ow-pixell / Cpixcl·

This voltage shift is not necessarily a
noise voltage. To the first order, 6 V,11in is
a constant value determined by the
14 Information Display 11187

display geometry. However,
photolithographic and other process
variables will result in fluctuations in
Cs-D• Co-S• crow-pixel > CLC> and c storagc·
Furthermore, CLc is not a simple
capacitor and depends on the state of the
pixel.
Returning to our focus on the role of
the active matrix, we see that depending
on the TIT itself and the tolerances of
the fabrication process, there can be a
noise contribution by the TIT,
[6 vnoisehFT- We can represent this as
[6 vnoiseh FT = FrFT•Fproccss . [6 vshifthFT
= FrFT"Fprocess • 6 Va • Ca.s/Cpixcl

where FrFT is a multiplicative engineering
factor that is intrinsic to the device
and F process is a multiplicative engineering
factor that depends on the process.
For most TITs, the gate-source
capacitance Ca.s is proportional to the
channel width W. Thus, as we increase W
to provide sufficient ON current to charge
the pixel capacitance cpixel> we also increase the gate-source capacitance C 0 .s
and thus the TIT noise contribution
[6 Vnoisc]TIT. These considerations put a
lower bound on the acceptable normalized ON-current capability of the TIT.
This bound is represented by boundary
CD in Fig. 4.
It shou ld be emphasized that the total
amount of tolerable noise voltage depends
on the specific display application.

Conclusions
We have emphasized the de and dynamic
requirements on TFTs fo r use in active
matrices fo r LCDs. This is not the whole
picture. It does not answer the question

Which technology is best? This question
must be asked on an application-byapplication basis. Key elements of the
answer are system reliability, system
yields, and system cost. For example, required TFT reliability for military systems
are different from that required for consumer products: system yield requirements differ; acceptable defects d iffer.
System costs must also be taken into
consideration. Yield is likely to be the major cost driver. Technologies that are simple or have tolerant design rules result in
lower costs due to higher yields. The yield
is also driven by the complexity o f the
process; one measure of complexity is the
number o f photomask steps.
Another cost consideration is whether
the same TITs that fo rm the active
matrix could also be used to fabricate
matrix-drive electronics. Straightforward
analyses of matrix displays pinpoint the
interconnection of the matrix to externaldrive electronics as a significant cost component as well as a poten tial failure point
for the display system. Thus , if the drive
circu itry could be fabricated as part of the
active matrix, there would be a significant
opportunity for cost reduction and
reliability improvement. This possibility
has not gone unnoticed by researchers3 in
all the TIT technologies.
Which technology is best is yet to be
determined, but based on the a ctivematrix system requirements discussed
above, undoubtedly many of the highestperformance LCD applications will use a
TFT active matrix.
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Recent trends in
color avionic LCDs
J

BY THOMAS

L.

CREDELLE

A
s THE amount of information to
be processed in modern aircraft cockpits
increases, so does the need for better and
better display media. A slow but steady
transition from analog electromechanical
gauges to cathode ray tubes (CRTs) is being made. While CRTs, both monochrome and color, offer significant advances in the presentation of information,
they do suffer from several drawbacks,
including high power, weight, and
volume; reduced visibility in high ambient
conditions; and low reliability compared
to their electromechanical counterparts.
Active-matrix-addressed liquid crystal
displays (LCDs), an emerging technology
which is challenging the venerable CRT in
many markets, are now ready to challenge
the CRT in the demanding cockpit environment-both commercial and
military. These flat displays offer the exciting potential of lower power, volume,
and weight; sunlight readability; and high
reliability.

Basic concepts

I

An active-matrix-addressed LCD can be
defined as an LCD with a non-linear element at each picture element or pixel. Liquid crystal displays, developed fewer
than 25 years ago, 1 are now pervasive in
our society. They are used in watches,
cg~lculators, computer displays, commercial instruments, pocket TVs·, and even
aircraft cockpits. Almost all these applica-

Thomas L. Crede/le is manager of the
display program at GE Corporate
Research and Development Center,
Schenectady, New York.

tions use the twisted-nematic effect,
whereby aligned, elongated organic
molecules are oriented by an electric field
to create a change in the electro-optic properties of the liquid crystal. Polarized
light is either transmitted unchanged (field
ON) or rotated 90° (field OFF) by the liquid crystal. If a second polarizer is added, then the equivalent of a light shutter
can be formed. The switching speed of
the liquid crystal molecules is in the tens
of millisecond range, making them
suitable for dynamic displays. An important point to remember is that the twistednematic fie ld effect modulates light, either
from the ambient or from a backlight,
but does not generate light. In many applications, such as watch displays, a
reflector is added so that ambient light
can be used; in most avionic applications
a backlight is required for either night
viewing or high-ambient viewing.
To create an alphanumeric or graphic
LCD, an array of row select electrodes is
formed on one piece of glass and an array
of column data electrodes is formed on a
second piece of glass. By applying
voltages to these electrodes, the liquid
crystal can be switched. These simple
matrix or directly multiplexed LCDs do,
however, suffer from one major problem:
as the number of rows increases, the contrast ratio and viewing angle decrease. 2
Although improvements in the switching
characteristics of liquid crystals has improved over the years, the twisted-nematic
effect is limited to approximately 100-line
displays.
To make high-resolution color LCDs,
the active-matrix approach was proposed
and demonstrated in the early 1970s. 3

[Arthur Firester's article in this issue
covers this subject in detail.]

Today's TFTs
Three types of TFTs are being developed
today at laboratories around the world.
By far the most prevalent TFT technology
today is based on hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H). First developed for
solar cell applications, it was adapted for
use in TFTs in 1979 by researchers at the
University of Dundee. 4 Since that time
there has been a steady growth in
development, culminating in large highresolution color TFT-LCDs. The most
common configuration of the a-Si: H TFT
is shown in Fig. Ia. It consists of a metal
gate, a thin film of hydrogenated amorphous silicon nitride and amorphous
silicon, and a metal source and drain. In
a TFT array for an LCD, a transparent
pixel electrode is added. The silicon
nitride and silicon layers are plasma
deposited at temperatures less than 350°C
so that inexpensive glass can be used . The
metals are typically sputtered, also at low
temperature. The current-voltage
characteristic of GE's a-Si:H TFT is
shown in Fig. 2. 5
A second technology, under development at a few laboratories, and the first
to be commercially produced, 6 is based on
polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si). It is made
up of low-pressure deposited poly-Si, a
thermal or deposited silicon dioxide layer,
a metal or poly-Si gate, and ion-implanted
source and drain regions [Fig. l b] .
Aluminum is usually used as the interconnection metal. One advantage of poly-Si
over a-Si:H is its high mobility (10-50
cm2 / V-sec vs. 0.5- 1.0 cm 2 / V-sec); this
Information Display 11187 15

TFT STRUCTURES

PASSIVATION

n + a-Si

a-Si

METAL SOURCE

METAL DRAIN

(a) a-Si:H TFT
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(b) Poly-Si TFT

PASSIVATION
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CONTACT

GATE DIEL.
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METAL

(c) CdSe TFT

Fig. 1: The three types of TFTs currently under development are shown in cross section: (a) a-Si:H TFT; (b) poly-Si TFT; and (c) CdSe TFT.
can lead to integration of drive circuits on
the display substrate. A disadvantage is
the high temperature processes (greater
than 600°C and as high as 1000°C) and
the use of ion implantations, a slow and
expensive process. The OFF currents are
also typically too high for use in TFTLCDs and developers have resorted to
16 lnformation Display 1 I /87

multiple-gate devices and storage
capacitors at each pixel.
The third and fina l technology under
development is CdSe; the first TFTs ever
produced were in CdS and CdSe 7 and
they do offer some desirable features. The
TFT [Fig. lc] consists of a metal gate,
low-temperature evaporated insulator and

evaporated CdSe layers, and metal source
and drain electrodes. CdSe is also a highmobility semiconductor and therefore
shares the advantage of integrating drive
circuits with poly-Si. Unfortunately, the
OFF currents are rather high, and a
storage capacitor is required at each pixel.
THere are also problems in maintaining
good device stoichiometry, which affects
TFT performance.
Over the past several years, progress in
the development o f T FT-LCDs has been
enormous. High-resolution color displays
in sizes up to 14-in. diagonal have been
shown. A short list of TFT-LCDs that
have been developed is presented in Table
I, in order of display size. Some companies have developed more than one size;
only the largest reported is listed here.
Two companies, Seiko-Epson and Matsushita, have pocket TVs using TFTLCDs on the market today, and several
others are delivering samples. As can also
be seen from this list, a-Si: H is the choice
of most of the companies working in this
field.

Avionic considerations
The use o f the TFT-LCD in the cockpit
offers significant advantages over the
CRT; it also presents significant
challenges for the display designer. These
are listed in Table 2 for a typical
multifunction display (MFD) planned fo r
a military cockpit. Among the most
demanding requirements are high
brightness, wide dimming range, and high
contrast under high ambient illumination.
To obtain high brightness and a 2000: 1
dimming range, high-efficacy fluo rescent
lamps are typically used; brightnesses of
over 5000 fL at the lamp surface can be
obtained. For a color LCD, where the
transmission efficiency is only 3- SOJo, this
can result in a display peak brightness of
over 200 fL. With proper dimming circuits, brightnesses as low as 0. 1 fL can
also be achieved.
A characteristic related to display
brightness is d isp lay contrast and color
rendition; contrast ratios over 7: 1 are required fo r good readability in 10,000 fC
ambients (bubble cockpit conditions). An
important advantage of TFT-LCDs is, in
fact, their sunlight readability. With proper anti-reflection coatings on the glass
surfaces, contrast ratios of over I 0: I can
be obtained in high ambient. There is also
significantly less "washout" of colors in
high ambien t.
In some applications, wide viewing

Table 1:
Diagonal
Size (in.)

Resolution
(Vert. x Horiz.)

14.0

TFT-LCD Activity

Active
Material

Display
Type

Company

440 x 1950

a-Si:H

Color TV

Seiko Inst ruments

12.5

480x 640

a-Si: H

Color TV

Matsushita

10.0

408 X 640

a-Si: H

Color graphic

Mitsubishi

9.5

480x 640

a-Si:H

Color graphic

Toshi ba

9.5

400 x 640

CdSe

Mono graphic

Litton Panelvision

8.8

1024 X 1024

a-Si:H

Color graphic

GE

7.2

650 X 650

a-Si:H

Color graphic

Hosiden

6.0

250 x 320

a-Si:H

Mono graphic

CNET

6.0

600 x 640

a-Si:H

Color TV

Hitachi

5.7

210 X 960

a-Si: H

Color graph ic

Fujitsu

5. 1

440 x 480

poly-Si

Color graphic

Seiko-Epson

5.0

250X 666

a-Si: H

Color TV

San yo

4.9

250 X 250

a-Si: H

Mono graphic

Asahi

4.3

378 x 480

a-Si: H

Color TV

NEC

3.2

240 X 255

a-Si: H

Color TV

Sharp

angles are required (for example, in twoseat cockpits). LCDs are known for a
somewhat reduced viewing angle compared to other display technologies. With
proper design of both the TFf and
lighting system, however, a wide viewing
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Fig. 2: The current-voltage characteristic
of GE's a-Si:H TFT.

angle can be obtained. Contrast ratios of
55: I on axis and 15: I at ± 40° (horizontal) and ± 30° (vertical) have been
reported for a TFf-LCD used in a pocket
TV. 8 These viewing angles are sufficient
for most avionic applications.
Temperature and humidity are important concerns for military displays . These
displays must operate over a temperature
range of - 55°C to + 90°C, and they
must a lso survive several days in high
humidity (60°C, 95o/o RH). Special attention must be paid to the materials used in
display fabrication, as any contamination
will reduce the d isplay contrast. Also,
wide-temperature-range liquid crystals
must be developed fo r this application;
conventional materials in use today do
not operate at 90°C. To operate at low
temperatures with reasonable response
times, a transparent heater is usually incorporated . It must be capable of heating
the cell and lamps in 1- 2 minutes and
sometimes fas ter.
Finally, reliability of the LCD system is
a key concern of avionic display
designers. Special care must be made in
the assembly of not only the cell but a lso

the display module. In a high-resolution
display there are over 2000 connections
between the LCD and the drive circuits.
For highest reliability, soldered interconnects have been developed and have been
shown to be reliable under military en-

Table 2:
Avionic Display Requirements
Active area
Resolution
Viewing angle
Horiz.
Vert.
Contrast ratio
Dark
10,000 fC
Bright ness
Gray shades
Color
Pixel defects
Response time
Temperature range
Environmen t
MTBF

14-80 in. 2
100- 200 pixel/ in.
± 60°
+ 45, - 10°
40: 1
7:1
0. 1- 200 fL
1-8
Full color
< 1/ in. 2
< 30 msec
- 55 °C to + 90°C
MIL- E-5400
2000- 10,000 h
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vironmental conditions. Power supplies,
which are all low voltage (28 V max.), are
very reliable compared to CRT supplies.
It is estimated that 10,000 hours MTBF
can be achieved in this technology, wh ich
will be a significant cost savings over current technology.

GE's avionic color LCD
An example of the state o f color LCD
technology for avionic applications is
GE's high-resolution color avionic LCD.
GE has been a n active participant in the
development of a-Si :H T FT-LCDs since
the early 1980s, The main focus of this
development program is avionic displays
for both commercial and military use .
Several display sizes have been developed
by GE, but the largest to date is the
1024 x 1024 6.25-in. x 6.25-in. color LC D
recently shown at the Paris Air Show. It
contains the largest number of pixels
demo nstrated in the world. A summary of
the display characteristics is shown in
Table 3 and a photo of the display is
shown in Fig. 3. The LCD is configured
as a 5 12x5 12 color resolution display and
uses the quad color pattern. This pattern
has certain advantages in display resolution for white (or green) images and can
also be used to reduce aliasing artifacts.
The display characteristics represent performance measured on actual LCDs; they
do not represent a limit to the technology
by any means. Research a nd development
in this field is still underway and improvements are expected. If progress continues at the present pace-and it is fully
expected that it will-then these displays
wi ll be available for integration into the
next-generation aircra ft scheduled for the
1990s.
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GE Color TFT-LCD

Resolution
(Quad color design)
Green
Red
Blue
Pixel size
Pixel arrangement
Display size
Active area
Overall
Brightness
Contrast Ratio
Viewing Angle
(> 4: I contrast ratio)
Horiz.
Vert.

1024 x5 12
5 12 x 512
5 12x5 12
155 X 155 J.'m
RG (Quad)
GB
159x 159 mm
170 x 170 mm
0.1- 150 fL
>30:1
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Fig. 3;· GE's 1024 x 1024 6.25-in. x 6.25-in. color LCD.
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CRT BULBS
• Continuous Process Control
•

More Uniform Wall
Thickness

•

1/2" to 7" Diameter Ra nge

•

Low Tooling Cost

•

Prototype Design Work

•

Better than Machine Ma de
Round CRT Bulbs

The Leader In Hand-Crafted
CRT Bulb Blanks

For details call609/691-2234.
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PRECISION ELECTRONIC
GLASS, INC.
1013 Hendee Roa d
Vinela nd, NJ 08360
FAX: 609/691-3090
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Vacuum display converters
Endicott Research Group, Inc., has now
made available the Quad Output E900VF2
Series DC-DC/ AC converters for vacuum
fluorescent displays. These converters provide two de anode and two ac filament
voltages to power one two-color VFD, or
two dissimilar VFDs, requiring up to 12
W total output power. The units are
2.00 x2.50x0.98 in., are encapsulated in
aluminum cases, and are PC board mountable. Price in quantities o f 250 is $29.72
ea.

are visible up to 10 ft. An on-board
microprocessor-controller allows easy interface to a user 's 8-bit bus and provides
flexible editing intelligence. All necessary
voltages are generated wit h a DC-DC converter so that the unit operates on + 5 V
only. The subsystem accepts parallel data,
and also serial data at selectable baud
rates up to 4800. The 96-character ASCII
font is displayed, as well as many scientific and international characters.
Availability is stock to 12 weeks. Price is
$225 in production quantities .
For further information contact Carl
Cox, Babcock Display Products, Inc.,
1051 S. East St., Anaheim, CA
92805-5799. 714/ 49 1-5122.
Circle no . 8

Touch-panel terminal

For furt her information contact
Michael Foldes or Dan Ward, Endicott
Research Group, Inc., P.O. Box 269,
2601 Wayne St., Endicott, NY 13760.
607/ 754-9187.
Circle no. 7

Emerald Computers, Inc. , introduces the
FPS570, a totally integrated flat-panel
touch switch terminal built with an electroluminescent panel and either infrared
or resistive touch switch devices. The
FPS570 offers a complete text and bitmapped graphics terminal in a compact
ruggedized package that can be mounted
in most locations. The touch switch
allows the use of "soft keys" that can
transform the FPS570 into a control panel

Gas-discharge display
subsystems
The DM-0416-02 is the first of a new
series of gas-discharge subsystems from
Babcock Display Products, Inc. The
neon-orange 0.33-in .-high characters, arranged in 4 lines of 16 characters each,
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with limitless function , control , and input
switches. The FP S570 is controlled by the
Emerald FPC500 text and graphics controller, and can produce SO-character X
25-line, and 40-character X 12-line text
and complete bit-mapped graphics. T he
graphics function includes pixel, continuous pixel, line, continuous line, circle,
rectangle, and fill-and-shade polygon. The
FPS570 also comes with 64K of video
RAM (4 video pages}, 32K of scratch pad
RAM, and capacity for up to 64K bytes
o f ROM.

The resistive FPS570-R weighs 6.5 lbs.
and is only 2. 7 in. deep. The infrared
FPS570-I weighs 7.7 lbs. and is 4.0 in.
deep. Each accepts standard 120 VAC at
60 Hz and meets FCC Class-A. The
FPS570 can be ordered with either a
bench stand, studs for wall mounting, or
an optional swing arm attachment. Either
unit sells for $2855 in si ngle quantities,
and $2395 in lOOs.
For further information contact David
Blass, Emerald Computers, Inc., Display
Products Group, 7324 S. W. Durham Rd.,
Portland, OR 97224. 503 / 620-6094.
Circle no. 9

Added touch capability
Interaction Systems, Inc., has added
capacitive touch input capability to the
Princeton Graphic Syslt:rns HX-9E 9-in.
monitor. By attaching a standard lSI 9-in.
solid glass touch screen to the CRT, and
connecting the screen via a single cable to
an lSI touch controller, the user is immediately able to input and access data
via touch. The lSI touch controller boards
are available fo r applications requiring a
serial, parallel, IBM PC plug-in, or standalone touch controller interface. l SI touch
controller boards feature skew compensation for accurate registration of touch
screen and raster image; write default for
storage of touch system parameters in
non-volatile RAM; specification of touch
response rates from 50 to 500 msec; optional display of first touch, repeat touch,
last touch, or any combination of these;
and electrostatic discharge protection.
Prices for the lSI touch screen and con-

CJ.

troller for the HX-9E in OEM quantities
range from $295 to $395.
For further information contact J oanne
Dawson, Interaction Systems, Inc., 130
Lincoln St., Brighton , MA 02 135.
617/ 789-5900.
Circle no. 10

and reconfigurable graphics. The 176x 16
operates off 5 VDC and typically consumes less than 200 rnA.
For furthe r information contact Electronic Components Div., Futaba Corp. of
America, 711 E. State Pkwy., Schaumburg, IL 60173. 312/884- 1444.
Circle no. 13

Compact 40-character VFD
Miniaturized avionic CRTs
Babcock Display Products, Inc., announces their Yf-0220-01, a 2-line by
20-character vacuum fluorescent display
subsystem. The 0 .20-in. (5-mm) dot
matrix arranges 40 characters in a tight
footprint, a nd the blue-green display can
be filtered to blue, green, aqua, or yellow
to complement front-panel design . The
module contains all display drive, refresh,
and control electronics. In addition , an
on-board DC-DC converter allows operation from + 5 V o nly, and a
microprocessor-controller provides many
powerful editing functions, such as blinking characters a nd horizontal scrolling.
Availability is stock to 12 weeks a nd price
is $148 at 100 piece quantities.

11.00 in . (W) x 2.2 in. (D) for easy
packaging. Its 3.3-in. (H) x 7.62 in . (W)
viewing area provides high brightness (1 10
fL) and a 150° wide viewing angle. Its
4K x 8 bit EPROM character generator is
capable of storing two 128 character sets
including I28 US ASCII characters and
an alternate set of 128 characters which
can be user programmed .
Basic price of the APD-256M026- 1 is
$730 ea. in lots of 100 with delivery in approximately two weeks. T he new display
can also be provided for interfacing with
CRT controllers (Model APD-256M026) if
desired.
For further information contact
Ma rgaret Nowicki, Dale Electronics, Inc.,
2064 12 Ave., Columbus, NE 68601.
402/ 564-3 131.
Circle no. 12

Vacuum fluorescent
graphics module
For further information contact Carl
Cox , Babcock Display Products, Inc.,
1051 S. East St., Ana heim , CA
92805-5799. 7 14/ 491 -5100.
Circle no. 11

Complete character display
Dale E lectronics' APD-256M026- 1 plasma
panel display is programmable to operate
in a serial or parallel mode, and provides
8 lines of 32 characters, each 0.18 in. (W)
X 0 .26 in. (H) in a 5 x 7 dot-matrix for mat. Each character has a 5-dot underbar
which can be used as a visible cursor
a nd/or lower-case descender. The compact APD-256M026- l is 6.10 in. (H) x

Surface-mount technology, high
brightness (200 fL), page buffering, and
so ftware-dimming capabilities are all
features that have been combined in
Futaba's 176 X I6 vacuum fl ourescent
graphics module. This compact unit consists of the VFD, driver circuitry, microcontroller, and optional power supply.
The module can be driven by connecting
to the host system through a simple interface which allows each pixel to be addressed to create different size characters
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Thomson-CSF introduces three new compact CRTs for head-up and helmetmounted displays . The TH X2633 is a
short head-up CRT with a 65-mm optically flat circu lar screen and an overall
length of j ust 11 2 mm. It employs electromagnetic deflection a nd a high-voltage
electrostatic focusing gun to achieve an
output brightness of up to 100,00 cd/m 2
(P53 phosphor) a nd a typical halfbrightness linewidth of 0.19 mm. The TH
8449-1 P43 is an example of ThomsonCSF's micro-miniature CRT assemblies
for helmet-mounted display. It has a l -in.
optically flat screen with a P43 narrow
bandwidth phosphor. Overall size is 100
mm (L} and 27 mm (diam.}, including
built-in deflection coils and mu-metal
shields. Typical brightness with night vision systems is 150 cd/ m 2 with 600 TV
lines resolution. In stroke writing, the TH
8449-1 P43 will deliver a peak line
brightness of 3600 cd/ m 2 with a halfbrightness linewidth of 28 J.Lm. The same
tube can be supplied, as TH 8449-2, with
a fiber-opti cs screen.

;

- .
•

For further in formation contact Thomson Electron Tubes and Devices Corp.,
550 Mount Pleasant Ave., P.O. Box 6500,
Dover, NJ 07801. 201 / 328-1400.
Circle no. 14
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new products

Panel meter modules
D1 Products, Inc., introduces its
DPMMIO Series of low-cost 3.5-digit
battery-operated digital-panel-meter
modules. The series' five modules are
capable of reading de voltages over a
range of± 199.9 mY, 1.999 V , 19.99 V,

22
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199.9 V, or 1000 V, and feature a n LCD
display with 0.5-in. readouts, automatic
zeroing, and autopolarity indication. The
digital modules operate from a single 7
VDC to 15 VDC power supply; a "LO
BAT" indication appears on the LCD
display when battery vo ltage drops below
7 VDC. Approximate current requirement
is 2.5 rnA at 9 VDC, and 4.5 rnA at 12
VDC. Accuracy is typically 0.20Jo. PCB
size is 2 in. (H) x 3 in. (W). The decimal
point is user selectable a nd , depending on
converter or transducer input circuit configurations, the digital panel meter
modules can be used as a readout for a
variety of applications . Price in quantities
of 1-49 pieces is $38.65, and includes
bezel.
For further informatio n contact P.
J ason, D1 Products, Inc., 95 E. Main St.,
Huntington, NY 11743. 516/ 673-6866.
Circle no . IS

Digital panel meters
A range of digital panel meters in the
3-112, 4, and 4-1/2 digit categories has
been introduced by the Triplett Corp . In
addition to standard models, Triplett is

offering five digital indicator comparators, an LCD two-wire process meter,
a selectable-range LCD digital panel
meter, and a miniature and subminiature
series. T riplett's digital instruments
feature displays up to 0.56 in. high; LED,
gas discharge, vacuum fluorescent , or LC
displays ; DIN, IEC or NEMA cases and
adapters; de voltage ranges from 20 mY
to 1000 Y; de current ranges from 2 ~-tA
to 2 A; ac voltage ranges from 100 mY to
700 Y; and ac current ranges from 100 ~-tA
to 5 A. Temperature ranges for thermocouple meters extend from - sooc to
1200°C (K thermocouple). Basic accuracy
is to ± 0.005ClJo on some models, and true
RMS is available on some of the meters.
All models offer such standard features
as open collectors and relay controls.
Some models also feature BCD output
and analog output. The user net prices
range from $58 for the DT-51A to $495

TRUST WESTINGHOUSE'
TO DELIVER CRTs
FOR MILITARY DUTY.
For the extra-tough needs
of military applications,
Westinghouse CRTs will meet
your requirements.
No matter what application
you have in mind-from HeadUp Displays to FLIR Tank SightsWestinghouse has proven its
capability with many customers
for their special designs.
We've been meeting
rugged military requirements for
years. The CRT we design for
you will meet your specifications.
Westinghouse uses the
latest technology in
computer software
to model
the electron
optics

also generate 25,000 smooth-shaded
polygons per second utilizing the Gouraud
algorithm with hidden surface removal in
3D applications. Baja packaging and electronics are designed to exceed MILSTD-810D specifications for shock and
vibration.
The graphics engine is based on multiple processors arrayed in a 32-bit fully
pipelined architecture, and can contain up
to 32 Mbytes of display-list memory and
up to 24 double-buffered bit-mapped
memory panes, as well as support application development in industry-standard
GKS software or CX 3D-Chromatics'
implementation of PHIGS. The system is
interconnected via Motorola's standard
32-bit YME bus, providing an "open" architecture based on industry standards.
Baja also provides a 1280 x 1024 noninterlaced display monitor. The system is
software compatible with the C hromatics

for the comparators. Quantity discounts
are available, and delivery is approximately two weeks ARO.
For further information contact Triplett
Corp., One Triplett Dr., Bluffton, OH
45817. 419/ 358-5015.
Circle no. 16

Rugged color graphics
Chromatics, Inc., introduces the BajaTM
Colorgraphic Display System, a ruggedized version of the company's highperformance Le Mans™ system . Baja can
draw o ne million full y transformed twodimensional vectors per second, and
250,000 full y transformed threedimensional vectors per second. It can

for your design. We can
quickly make design
changes or alterations.
There's no need to
manufacture prototypes for testing because our computer
can mathematically
"test' a design thafs
ao
just a drawing.
So next time you
need a CRT designed, no matter
what the application, or how
tough the specs, come to
Westinghouse. Our years of ex·
perience will solve your problems.
To find out more, just call or
:t write-Westinghouse
Electric Corporation,
Imaging & Sensing
Technology Division,
oamo
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new products

CX Series and can be easily interfaced to
host computers such as VAX, Sun, or
Apollo systems. The basic Baja configuration is priced at under $34,000. Substantial discounts are available for volume
purchases.
For further information contact
Chromatics, Inc., 2558 Mountain Industrial Blvd., Tucker, OA 30084.
404/493-7000.
Circle no. 18

Self-contained compact display
A new 192-column x 88-row graphics
display has been introduced by Dale Electronics, Inc. Model APD-1920088-1 has a
full-field dot-matrix design with drive
electronics and a microprocessor-based

controller. Programmable to operate in a
serial or parallel mode, the Model
APD-1920088-l contains all the necessary
refresh memory, character generaton, and
control logic to enable it to serve as direct
readout. The display uses single- and twobyte commands to allow simplified code

Announcing a new
domestic source for

MAGNETIC
SHIELDING
SHEETS

MO\.YPERM~\.\.OY
·,\-N-1441-C)
(per N\

• Quantities from 50 pounds to mill runs.
• Plus personalized metallurgical service.

D•I<AssociATES
5500 Main Street
Buffalo, NY 14221
(716) 631-0990

Circle no. 20
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generation while accomplishing complex
display tasking such as scrolling or inserting lines and characters. A 4K x 8 bit
EPROM generates 256 characters consisting of 128 US ASCII characters and
128 block graphics characters. Alternate
character sets can be factory or user
programmed. Overall size of the
APD-1920088-1 is 10.35 in. (W) x 6.00 in.
(H) X 2.20 in. (D). Display viewing area is
7.66 in. (W) x 3.50 in. (H). Cost is $699
each in Jots of 100. The display can also
be provided for interfacing directly with
CRT controllers (Model APD- 1920088) if
desired.
For further information contact
Margaret Nowicki, Dale Electronics, Inc.,
2064 12 Ave., Columbus, NE 68601.
4021564-3131. •
Circle no. 19

Announce It First
in Information Display
Does your company have a new display
product? If so, tell us about it.
Let Information Display present your
new product message to the world's
most influential audience for display
systems, our 10,000 + readers.
At Information Display we actively seek
to provide our readers with the latest
and most comprehensive display product information. Please send your product data to: Editor, Information Display,
c/o Palisades Institute for Research
Services, Inc., 201 Varick Street, Suite
1140, New York, NY 10014.
When you have a new display product,
we want to be the first to know.
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Advances in Intelligent Robotics Systems
and IECON ' 87 Joint Conference. SP IE,
P.O. Box 10, Belli ngham, WA
98227-00 10. 206/676-3290.
Nov. 1-7
Cambridge, MA
Electronic Imaging ' 87. Richard Murray,
Institute for Graphic Communication, 375
Commonwealth Ave., Boston, MA 02 115.
617/267-9425.
Nov. 2- 5
Boston, MA
COMDEX/ Fall ' 87. The In terface Group,
300 First Ave., Needham, MA 02 194.
617/ 449-6600.
Nov. 2-6
Las Vegas, NV
INFOTEX. The Interface Group, 300
First Ave., Needham, MA 02194.
6 17I 449-6600
Nov. 3- 5
Canberra , Australia
International Plastics and Rubber Exhibition. British Information Services, 845
Third Ave., New York, NY 10022.
212/752-8400
Nov. 3- 7
Birmingham, England
Workshop on Workstation Operating
Systems. Luis-Felipe Cabrera, 6572
Northridge Dr., San J ose, CA 95 120.
408/ 927- 1838.
Nov. 5-6
Cambridge, MA
Cambridge Symposium on Fiber Optics/Integrated Optoelectronics. SPIE,
P .O. Box 10, Bellingham , WA
98227-00 10. 206/676-3290.
Cambridge, MA
Nov. 8- 13
Micro Robots and Teleoperators
Workshop. MRT Workshop, 4B-623,
AT&T Bell Labs, Holmdel, NJ 07733.
Nov. 9- 11
Cape Cod, MA
NCGA 's Mapping & Geographic Information Systems '87. Bob Cramblitt, National
Computer Graphics Association, 2722
Merrilee Dr., Suite 200, Fairfax, VA
2203 1. 703/ 698-9600.
Nov. 9- 12
San Diego, CA

Photometry and Colorimetry for Information Di splays-Short Course. UCLA Extension, P.O. Box 2490 1, Los Angeles,
CA 90024. 213/825- 1047.
Nov. 9- 13
Los Angeles, CA

IE DM: 1987 IEEE International Electron
Devices Meeting. Melissa M. Widerkehr,
Courtesy Associates, Inc., 655 15 St.
N.W., Suite 300, Washington , DC 20005.
202/347-5900.
Dec. 6-9
Washington, DC

Drives/Motors/Controls and Programmable Controll ers and Systems Exhibitions. British Information Services, 845
Third Ave., New York, NY 10022.
2121752-8400.
Birmingham, England
Nov. 10- 12

Lasers '87. Society for Optical and Quantum Electronics, P.O. Box 245, McLean,
VA 22101. 703/ 642-5758.
Dec. 7-11
Lake Tahoe, NV

International Sy mposium on the
Technologies for Optoelectronics. SPIE,
P. O. Box 10, Bellingham, WA
98227-0010. 206/ 676-3290.
Cannes, France
Nov. 16- 27
Computer Peripherals and Small Computer Systems Exhibitions. British Information Services, 845 Third Ave., New
York, NY 10022. 2121752-8400.
Nov. 17- 20
London, England
Interna tional Conference on Information
Science and E ngineering. R. Larry, Institute of Electronic and Radio Engineers,
99 Gower St., London, WCIE 6AZ, U.K.
Nov. 25- 27
York, England
Workshop on Computer Vision. Prof.
Kang G. Shin, Dept. of EE and Computer Science, Univ. of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, Ml 48 109- 11 09. 3 131763-0391.
Nov. 30- Dec. 2
Miami Beach, FL

December
OIS 1987: Seventh Annual Optical Information Systems Conference and Exhibition. O IS '87, Meckler Corporation, 11
Ferry La. W., Westport , CT 06880.
203/226-6967.
New York, NY
Dec. 1-3
National Data base and Fourth Generation
Language Symposium. Mary E. Lownie,
Digital Consulting Assoc., Inc., 6 Windsor St., Andover, MA 0_18 10.
617/470-3870.
Dec. 2- 5
Boston , MA

1987 Microcomputer Graphics Conference. Susan Werlinich, Expoconsul International, 3 Independent Way,
Princeton, NJ 08540. 609/ 987-9400.
Dec. 16-18
New York, NY
1987 Architects and E ngineers Conference. Carol S. Henderson, Expoconsul
International, 3 Independence Way,
Princeton, NJ 08540. 609/ 987-9400.
Dec. 16-18
New York , NY

January
1988 Simulation in Education Engineering. Simulation Councils, Inc., P .O. Box
17900, San Diego, CA 92117.
619/277-3888.
Jan. 7- 8
San Diego, CA
0-E LASE/ '88 . SPIE, P.O. Box 10, Bellingham, WA 98227-0010. 206/ 676-3290.
Jan. 10-15
Los Angeles, CA
Conference and E xhibition on Electronic
Imaging Devices and Systems ' 88. SP SE,
7003 Kilworth La. , Springfield, VA
2215 1. 703/ 642-9090.
Jan. 15- 20
Los Angeles, CA
Paper and Film for Copiers, Printers and
Plotters. Diamond Research Corp., P .O .
Box 128, Oak View, CA 93022.
805/ 649-2209.
Santa Barbara, CA
Jan. 31-Feb. 2
Second International Conference on Computer Workstations. Patrick Mantey,
335A Applied Science Bldg., Dept. of
Computer Engineering, Univ. of Calif. at
Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA 95064.
Santa Clara, CA
Jan. 31-Feb. 3
Medical Imaging II. SPIE, P.O. Box 10,
Bellingham, WA 98227-0010.
206/ 676-3290.
Jan. 31- Feb. 5
Newport Beach, CA
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A

H

p

Ad-Vance Magnetics, Inc.
AEG Corp.
Amuneal Manufacturing Corp.
Applied Films Lab, Inc.

George D. Harris Assoc. , Inc.
Hartman Systems
Hazeltine Corp.
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Hitachi, Ltd.
F. Ho ffman La-Roche & Co., Ltd .
Hoya Optics, Inc.
Hughes Aircraft Co.
Hycom, Inc.

Penn-Tran Corp.
Philips Electronics, Ltd.
Phosphor Products Co., Ltd.
Photonics Techno1ogy
Planar Systems, Inc.
Plessey Naval Systems
Precision Electronic Glass , Inc.
PTK/ Rantec Div. Emerson Electric Co.

B
Babcock Display Products
Ball Electronic Systems Div.
BDH Ltd.
Bendix Corp.
Bidco, Inc.

c
Cannon, Inc.
Cardion Electronics
CELCO
Cherry Electrical Products Corp.
Clifton Precision/ Special Devices
Clinton Electronics Corp .
Computing Devices Co.
Connector Corp .
Conrac Corp.
Corning Glass Works

Q
Quantum Data Inc.

I
IBM Corp.
lmapro Corp./Imaprint Design, Inc.
Incom, Inc.
Industrial Electronic Engineers, Inc.
Infodex, Inc.
Interstate Electronics Corp.
Inter-technical Group, Inc.
ISE Electronics Corp.

K
K & R E ngineering Sales Corp.
Kollmorgen Corp. Photo Research Div.

L

D
Dale Electronics
Data Images
David Sarnoff Research Center, Inc.
Digital Electronics Corp.
Displays Inc.
DISCOM/ Display Components, Inc.

E
Eagle Magnetic Co ., Inc.
EEV, Inc.
EG&G Gamma Scientific
Electronic Display Systems, Inc.
Electro-Plasma, Inc.
EM Industries
Endicott Research Group, Inc.

Litton Panelvision Corp.
Litton Systems Canada Ltd.
Litton Systems, Inc. (2)
Los Alamos National Laboratory

M
Magnavox Government & Industrial
Electronics Co.
Magnetic Radiation, Inc.
Microfield Graphics, Inc.
Microphase Laboratories
Microvision
Minolta Corp.
Mitsubishi Chemical Industries
America, Inc.
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.
Monitronix Corp.

N

F
Ferranti-Packard Electronics, Ltd.
Futaba Corp.

NEC Electronics, Inc.
NEC H ome Electronics (USA), Inc.
Norden Div. United Technologies Corp.

G

0

GEC Avionics, Inc.
General Atronics Corp.
General Electric Co.
GML Information Services
GTE

OKI Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
Optical Coating Lab., Inc.
Optical Radiation Corp.
Orwin Associates, Inc.
Ovonic Imaging Systems, Inc.
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R
Racal Microelectronic Systems
Rank-Brimar, Ltd.
Raytheon Co.
The Report Store
Ricoh Co., Ltd.
Rogerson Kratos Corp.

s
SAl Technology Co.
Sanders Associates, Inc.
Schott America-Glass & Scientific
Products, Inc.
Sigmatron Nova, Inc.
Singer-Librascope
Sony Corp.
Stanford Resources, Inc.
Supertex, Inc.
Syntronic Instruments, Inc.

T
Taliq Corp.
Tecknit
Tektronix, Inc.
Test & Measurement Systems, Inc.
Texas Instruments, Inc.
Thomas Electronics, Inc.
Thomson Electron Tubes & Devices Corp.

u
UCE Liquid Crystal Displays
United Enclosures, Inc.

v
Venus Scientific, Inc.
Video Monitors, Inc.
Visual Information Institute, Inc.

w
Westinghouse Electric Corp.

z
Zenith Electronics Corp.

Japan Chapter
T he SID Japan Chapter announces the
election of the following officers: Chairman, Cuji Suzuki; Vice Chairman ,
T akehiro Kojima; Secretary, Akito
Iwamoto; and Treasurer, Kunihiko Arai.
T he September 21 meeting of the SID
J apan Chapter foc used on "3D Imaging
and 3D Television," and featured several
speakers. The July 31 meeting highlighted
SID '87 in New Orleans.

Mid-Atlantic Chapter
Arch Luther of David Sarnoff Research
Center was the guest speaker at the
September 8 meeting of the SID MidAtlantic Chapter . Mr. Luther's presenta-

Peter Seats of Thomson-CSF addresses a
recent SID-MAC meeting.
tion highlighted "Digital Video Interactive
Technology." Peter Seats of T homsonCSF gave a presentation on "Current
Trends in CRT Technology" at the October 13 meeting of the SID Mid-Atlantic

Chapter. Webster Howard of IBM Corp.
spoke about "Current Trends in LCD
Technology" at the Chapter's November
10 meeting.
Upcomjng meetings include:
Dec. 8. "Current T rends in EL
Displays," E lliott Schlam, US A rmy
LAB COM
J an. 19. "Current Trends in P lasma
Displays," Larry F. Weber, Univ. of
Illinois
Feb. 9. "Dynamic 3D Displays," Joel
Pollack, Tektronix
Mar. It To be announced
Apr. 12. To be announced
All meetings are held at IBM Corp. ,
590 Madison Ave., New York, NY, at
7:30p.m., and are preceded by a 6:00
p. m. dinner at Wolf's Restaurant, 57 St.
and Ave. of the Americas. •

AD-MU SHIELDING DOES
ENHANCE EMI SENSITIVE
COLOR DISPLAYS FOR
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Achieve high quality hues and sharper color definition for avionics,
computer graphics, medical instrumentation, military and other critical
color image applications.
A properly selected shielding alloy .. . placed around or adjacent to a
circuit component ... suppresses radiated magnetic fields interferring
with other nearby components, or vice versa.
That's how AD-MU shielding alloys solve your problem.
~
56 pages of this 84-page Procurement Catalog/ Engineering Manual
contains useful technical data covering the entire magnetic
shielding field; 28 pages consist of usual catalog type data
Just request this vital helpful data on your leHerhead and it's yours.

625 MONROE STREET, ROCHESTER, INDIANA 46975
(219) 223-ADMU FAX 219-223-2524
The Problem Solving Magnetic Shielding Specialists-4 Decades of Magnetic Shielding Leadership
Circle no . 21
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Classified ad rales: $55/column-inch (min.); S10/line (for fraclions of an inch); S10/onserloon
for blind box no. al 10 !replies forwarded). Size: 1 column-inch = 10 lines lave. 6 words/line).
Large-lype all-caps headi ng jmax. 17 characlers) l akes up 2 lines. Allow 1 li ne for bl ind box
no. Deadline: One monlh before issue dale. Payment Send minimum $55 paymenl wilh
order lo: l nlormalion Display. clo Palisades lnslilule. 201 Varick Sl., Suole 1140. New Yo rk,
NY 100 14. Oueslions? Call 2 121620-3371.

job opportunities

job opportunities

Senior Chemist
and
Electronics Eng ineer

ACT TODAY!

Research Fronliers lncorporaled, a small
public company localed on Long Island
developing producls which use orienlable
suspended parlicles for lhe conlrol of
lighl, is seeking highly molivaled and
lalenled Individuals wilh degrees in
chemislry and eleclrical engineering. Ex·
perience wilh eleclrophorelic, elec·
lrochromic, or liquid cryslal devices
would be advanlageous.
We offer a congenial and slimulaling
almosphere, allracl ive salary, and oppor·
lunily for advancemenl. lnleresl ed in·
dividuals and inviled lo send I heir resume
in confidence lo: Regina E. Boerner al
Research Fronliers lncorporaled, 240
Crossways Park Drive, Woodbury, NY
11797.
CHIEF ELECTRONICS ENG'R.
$65K
20 yrs. exp. solld·sl al e elec. Resp. incl.
general ing new designs & review of ex·
isling producls. MSEE pref.
RELIABILITY ENGINEER

For a ca reer move tomorro w. W e
specialize in aerospace and manufactur·
ing nationwide.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Radar/Si gnal Processing/RFIE-0
Digi;ai/Analog/SWIHWIATEIQC
Power Supplies/Avionics
Systems/M icroelectronics
EMIIEMC/Communicalions
PharmaceulicaliD.P.i EDP
Human FaclorsiAobollcs

Clienl companies assume all fees. Please
forward resumes to:
A. J. & Associal es
P.O.B. 2771, Salellile Beach, FL 32037

consu tants
Howard W. Grossbohl in
CO NSULTANT

Ad-Vance Magnetics .. . ........... ... .......... 27
CELCO .... ..... ...... .. .... ....... ......... C4
D .K. Associates . ...... ... . ... .... . . ..... . ... . 24
Litton Electron Devices .......... . ....... . ...... 2
Micro vision ... .... . ... .. ... ........ ....... ..... 4
Minolta Corp . .. . ........ .. ...... .... .. . . ...... 6
Panasonic Industrial Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Precision Electronic Glass

19

Quantum Data . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C2
Syntronic Instruments, Inc . .... .... ..... .... .. .. C3
Westinghouse Electric Corp .. ..... . . .... .. ... 22, 23

Cathode Ray Tubes
Cathode Ray Tube Di sp lays

805-581 -1467

$40K

Min. 2 yrs. exp. w/FT A, FMEC A, & reliabili·
ly program plans, malh models, alloca·
lions. Vlnlage Personnel Inc., 116·21 Ons
Blvd., Foresl Hills, NY 11375, Am. 514.
716-544-3100.

Engineering & Sales
We place professionals In I he elecl ronics
induslry. Managemeni/Sales/Engi.leering/ A ppllcalions/Eic . N alion wide
recrulllng and placemeni-AII fees
employer paid. Slriclesl confidence. Call
S ha nnon Smil h al ProCounsel
1·600·545·5900.

000
oooooooo
OOoooooo

000

miscellaneous
SILVE R ANN IVERSARY
PINS
SID lie lacks wilh lhe si lver anniversary
logo are available in llmiled quanlilies
from SID. Design in bl ue and silver, ap·
prox. 112-in. in diam. $2.50 ea. Inc luding
poslage and handling. Order from : Socle·
ly for lnformal ion Display, 8055 W. Man·
chesler Ave., Sul ie 615, Playa del Rey, CA
90293. 2131305·1502. Please Include paymen! wilh o rder.

00
ooo
000

ooo
000
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Business Office
Palisades Institut e for
Researc h Services, Inc.
20 1 Varick Street, Suite 1140
New York, NY 10014
Jay Morreale, Advertising Mgr.
212/ 620-337 1

Sales OfficeWestern States
Ted Lucas
P.O. Box 852
Cedar Glen , C A 9232 1
71 4/ 337-6627

Deflection Components
to maximize the
performance of
your display!
As your displays become
increasingly complex,
Syntronic yokes deliver the
sophistication you need.
Whether your challenge is
a miniature display, military
cockpit display, or a high
resolution display, Syntronic
Instruments will help you
attain optimum display
performance.
Syntronic is the largest
custom designer and manufacturer of CRT deflection
components in the industry.
These sophisticated
components include
deflection yokes, focus coils,
beam alignment and beam
shaping coils, micrometercontrolled alignment devices
and related CRT mounting
devices. Syntronic deflection
components offer the
sophistication you need.
When you need ultimate
performance from your
display, sophisticated
deflection components from
Syntronic Instruments are
the answer!

Syntronic Instruments, Inc.
100 Industrial Road
Addison, IL 60101
Phone(312)543-6444
Circle no. 22

Junior Color Film Recorder
16mm, 35mm, 4" x 5"

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Animation
Business Graphics
Bright, rich colors
Low cost
Compact size
Fast film production
Fast film recording speeds:
-15 seconds for 16mm image
-Less than 1 minute for a r.nrnn11....
35mm slide
• Precise addressability: 81 92 x 81
APPLICATIONS

The CELCO Junior is designed to
fill a specific need where high
throughput and hig h quality 16mm,
35mm or 4" x 5" computergenerated imaging is requ ired.
OTHER FEATURES

CE LCO Junior produces 16mm, 35mm or 4" x 5" imagery for volume producers of high
quality animation and presentation business graphics.

Low cost, compact size, ease of
operation and CELCO reliability
make this system ideal for animation
and business graphics producers
worldwide.
The CELCO Junior Color Film
Recorder provides extremely accurate film registration for the most
demanding animation sequences.
OPTIONAL CELCO CONTROL SOFTWARE

-Plotting control
- File handling
-Complete diagnostic and
calibration routines
-Job Control Block (JCB) fo r
animation fi les handling

For further information call CELCO
today.
Original photo was digitized by Eikonix in
preparation for computer-controlled
retouching by Magicmation, Seattle, WA.
Digital image was then output to CELCO
Film Recorder.

CE LCO Junior saves time and makes
money for animators: Data courtesy Pacific
Data Images.

Circle no. 23

CELCO-Constantine Engineering Labs, Co.
70 Constantine Drive, Mahwah, NJ 07430
201-327-1123
CELCO, Pacific
1150 E. Eighth Street, Upland, CA 91786
714-985-9868

